
Continuous Instructional Improvement: 
The Role of Teacher Leaders



Session Objectives

Participants will:
 discuss the elements necessary to affect meaningful school improvement;

 understand how districts use an infrastructure of teacher leaders in their 
schools to make instructional decisions and facilitate quality professional 
collaborative learning and reflection leading to improved student 
outcomes;

 deepen understanding of how teacher leaders can deliver coaching and 
follow-up for teachers using a variety of tools in order to deliver 
measurable results.



“Research on high-performing schools indicates that schools 
which develop cultures of collaboration and professional 

inquiry have success in improving student learning.  Teachers 
possess capabilities and knowledge that are critically needed 

to strengthen school reform and improvement. In order to 
unleash these strengths, they need recognized responsibilities, 

authority, time to collaborate, and support from school 
administrators to assume leadership roles.” 

(Waters, Marzano & McNulty, 2008).

RESEARCH – HIGH PERFORMING SCHOOLS



ADVANCING EDUCATOR EFFECTIVENESS



Collaborative Learning

Jen Oliver, Tennessee 
Coach

“I believe that teacher 
leaders are best 
positioned to lead 
professional learning 
and support their 
fellow teachers.”



Reflective Culture

“I’ve seen that sustained growth only happens in 
schools that build an environment of trust and 
supportive relationships.”

Dr. Ann 
Shaw

Director of 
Training



Collective Leadership

“Effective leadership is essential. The schools that I’ve 
worked with have improved because a strong principal, 

Vicky Condalary
Louisiana Executive Director

a supportive central office and teacher
Leaders are working togerhe to strengthen 
the skills of all teachers and creat a culture 

of collaboration.”



Strategic Accountability

“High expectations 
require strong 
support. During my 
years in the 
classroom, I met my 
goals and 
development targets 
when I had support 
and encouragement 
from my peers.” Laura Roussel

Director of School 
Services



COLLABORATIVE LEARNING: Teachers Must Lead Their Development
NIET helps establish or enhance professional learning communities using research-based strategies
and trains teacher leaders to serve as instructional coaches and lead job-embedded professional learning.

REFLECTIVE CULTURE: Building a Culture of Continuous Improvement 
We support principals and school leaders through coaching in leadership best practices,
develop peer coaching and mentoring, and establish a common language around effective instruction.

COLLECTIVE LEADERSHIP: Effective Leadership Is Essential
NIET trains principals to lead effective school leadership teams that analyze data, monitor school goals 
and drive schoolwide improvement strategies. 

STRATEGIC ACCOUNTABILITY: High Expectations Require Strong Support
NIET provides individual coaching for teachers and develops teacher leaders to conduct effective observations 
and give actionable feedback for growth.

School Improvement Solutions
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Reflection

How is teacher leadership 
critical in each of these areas?

 Collaborative Learning
 Reflective Culture
 Collective Leadership
 Strategic Accountability



Reflection

Where is your school or district 
in implementing these key 
elements?
 Collaborative Learning
 Reflective Culture
 Collective Leadership
 Strategic Accountability



Teacher Leadership

Key Findings:

 Formal roles with accountability

 Rigorous selection processes and 
ongoing training

 Create coherence across all instructional 
initiatives

 Adopt common tools, structures, and 
protocols

 District role is critical





Collective Leadership

Leadership Team Functions: 

D – Data
I – IGPs (Individual Growth Plans)
C – Cluster 
E – Evaluations
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Collective Leadership



Collective Leadership
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NIET’s Cluster Meeting
• Analysis of student work based on a 

common need 
• New learning for teachers 
• Time for development 
• Plans for application with follow-up 

support 
• Analysis of impact on student 

achievement and teacher instructional 
capacity

Collaborative Learning
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Cluster Protocol
Five Steps for Effective Learning

1 2 3 4 5

Identify problem 
or need

Evidence of need 
(using pre-test) is clear, 
specific, high quality 
and measurable in 
student outcomes

Addresses student 
content learning with 
links to teacher 
strategies and the 
Rubric

Obtain new 
teacher learning 
aligned to student 
need and 
formatted for 
classroom 
application

Use credible sources

Proven application 
showing student growth

Develop new 
teacher learning in 
cluster with 
support in the 
classroom 

Develop through 
demonstration, 
modeling, practice, team 
teaching and peer 
coaching with 
subsequent analysis of 
student work

Apply new teacher 
learning to the 
classroom

Evidenced through 
observation, peer 
coaching, and self 
reflection applied to 
student work as a 
formative assessment

Evaluate the 
impact on 
student 
performance

Evidence includes 
student assessment 
(post-test) aligned 
with data analysis and 
the new teaching 
strategies

STEPS for Effective Learning™
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Think / Pair / Share
1. How are the STEPS for 

Effective Learning used in the 
the cluster protocol 
different/similar to typical 
professional development?  

2. How might this protocol 
foster collaboration and 
support?
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Cluster Protocol
Five Steps for Effective Learning

1 2 3 4 5

Identify problem 
or need

Evidence of need 
(using pre-test) is clear, 
specific, high quality 
and measurable in 
student outcomes

Addresses student 
content learning with 
links to teacher 
strategies and the 
Rubric

Obtain new 
teacher learning 
aligned to student 
need and 
formatted for 
classroom 
application

Use credible sources

Proven application 
showing student growth

Develop new 
teacher learning in 
cluster with 
support in the 
classroom 

Develop through 
demonstration, 
modeling, practice, team 
teaching and peer 
coaching with 
subsequent analysis of 
student work

Apply new teacher 
learning to the 
classroom

Evidenced through 
observation, peer 
coaching, and self 
reflection applied to 
student work as a 
formative assessment

Evaluate the 
impact on 
student 
performance

Evidence includes 
student assessment 
(post-test) aligned 
with data analysis and 
the new teaching 
strategies

STEPS for Effective Learning™
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Planning for the STEPS for Effective Learning

1. What are we seeing in the classroom?
2. What do we need to see in the classroom?
3. What do we want to see teachers and students 

applying in the classroom? [Outcome]
4. What will teachers need to develop? 



Planning for the STEPS for Effective Learning

5.  What will need to be modeled for new learning?
6. How will we establish the need?
7. How do we need to support teachers in the 

classroom following professional learning?



Reflective Practice



Designing & 
Planning 

Instruction

• Instructional Plans

• Student Work

• Assessment

Responsibilities

• Staff Development

• Instructional Supervision

• School Responsibilities
Reflecting on Teaching

Learning 
Environment

• Managing Student Behavior

• Expectations
Environment

• Respectful Culture

• Standards & Objectives
• Motivating Students
• Presenting Instructional Content 
• Lesson Structure & Pacing
• Activities & Materials
• Questioning
• Academic Feedback
• Grouping Students
• Teacher Content Knowledge
• Teacher Knowledge of Students
• Thinking
• Problem Solving

Instruction

Strategic Accountability



Strategic Accountability



Nationally, Schools Achieve
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Impact on Teacher Retention
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PLACE TITLE HERE

Professional learning and human capital management system 
for customized support and learning

opportunities for teachers.



 EE PASS – Portal Resources

 EE PASS  - CODE: The Human Capital Management System

Web-Based Applications



[Insert photo here]

Content Library

•Video Lesson Library

•Video Clip Library

•Document Library

•Conference Archive

•Training Modules



[Insert photo here]

Document       
Feedback

•Upload documents

•Share documents with 
others

•Provide feedback or 
create discussion board



[Insert photo here]

My Video 
Observer

• Upload videos

• Add evidence/documents 
with videos

• Share videos with others

• Provide feedback

• Create threads of comments
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Reflection

What resources and structures do you have in your 
system on which you can build to develop a robust 
infrastructure of teacher leaders in order to 
cultivate a culture of continuous school 
improvement?



ADVANCING EDUCATOR EFFECTIVENESS



Questions and Answers

For more information contact: 
Patrice Pujol, NIET President

ppujol@niet.org

mailto:ppujol@niet.org

